
W
hen disambiguated and trans-
lated into English, the Italian
compound noun “tiramisu” lit-
erallymeans “pick me up.”
The controversy comes, then,
over the argument of whether
the term is imperative, com-
manding, “Hey, pick me up
and putme in yourmouth
immediately. I’m a sumptuous
slice of dessert heaven that
will have yourmouth water-
ing in moments.” Or, it could

be used as a noun—a regular pick-me-up, a revitalizing snack
that boosts energy, used appropriately in this context from the
presence of the caffeine-heavy espresso that soaks into the cake.

The name is probably lost in translation as Americans have
flirted with different adaptations of this dessert for the past 25
years, but either rendition makes great sense when applied to a
classic tiramisu.

This divine layered dessert has so many things going for it. Its
texture of cold velvety cream and spongy cake is a perfect after-
dinner dessert, ideal for washing down a hot, heartymeal. Its fla-
vor has been replicated manifold into other desserts, liqueurs,
and even coffees; and the very idea of tiramisu just seems to radi-
ate elegance, like crème brulee or panna cotta. A coffee-dusted
dish of a slice of chilled tiramisu on the table yawps sophistica-
tion, culture, and good taste.

Traditional tiramisu flavors include zabaglione, espresso, and
cocoa. Thismedley works year-round, but is especially delightful
with wintermeals, replicating the flavor of a hot, foamy cappucci-
no. To liven up your spring desserts, renovate your classic tira-
misu recipe with lighter, spring flavors.

Berry tiramisu offers the same basic structure and flavor of the
traditional tiramisu, expect fresh raspberries and lemon add a lit-

tle bitmore of a fresh aura to it.
Instead of zabaglione, mascarpone
cheese unites with limoncello and
elderflower liqueur (which can be
substituted with black current liquer,
if it is difficult to find), creating a
sweet cream that complements the
fresh raspberries very well.

Tiramisu isn’t a difficult dessert to
prepare, but it is one that requires
patience. Careful measuresmust be
taken when dealing with soaked
ladyfingers, which are extremely deli-
cate and can break on contact if shuf-
fled around or held. These little
cakes, soaked in a limoncello and
lemon juice syrup are sweet and
refreshing. Serving as the foundation

for this ultimate layer cake, they, along with raw berries, are what
makes this chilled dessert.

Berry tiramisu can finish off any spring weather dessert, but it
might be especially appealing at brunches or showers. Light and
not at all overly rich, this new adaptation of traditional tiramisu is
certainly a scrumptious pick-me-up that will make you want to
pick it up immediately.
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Ah, for “pudding-time!” It encompasses, in England,
the dessert course and all of its possibilities—
pies, trifles, tansies, fools, flummeries, betties and
tarts— not to mention the cooked, cream-based

confection we in the United States call “pudding.”
“Blessed be he that invented pudding!” wroteMon-

sieurMisson de Valbourg, a French visitor to Britain in
1690. “To come in (at) pudding-time is asmuch as to say
to come in (at) the most luckymoment in the world.”

English puddings are a kind of national treasure, so it
is fitting that the National Trust, a private, not-for-profit
organization that works to conserve buildings, homes,
castles, archaeological digs, forests, farms, entire villages
and (apparently) recipes, preserved the latter in a cook-
book. I found a dog-eared copy of “The National Trust
Book of Traditional Puddings” by Sara Paston-Williams
(David & Charles Publishers, 1983) in a used bookstore in
Canada years ago, and it has held pride of place on my
cookbook shelf ever since. It has taughtme about tansies
(fruit desserts originally cooked with the eponymous
herb) and flummeries (“a slip-
pery pudding related to the
syllabub”), milk puddings and
boiled puddings, fools (fruit
and cream desserts), trifles
(layers fruit, sponge cake and
cream) and duffs (an old
word for “dough”).

Better still, it has imparted
many sweet history lessons: a
Bedfordshire Clanger, for
example, was traditionally a
steamed pastry with meat at
one end and fruit or jam at
the other, created for the
straw-hatmakers of Bedford-
shire to take to work as a
complete meal. Cumberland
Rum Nicky “recalls the days
in the 18th century whenWhitehaven in Cumbria was one
of the leading ports in the rum trade.” The word “junket”
in “Devonshire Junket” comes from the Norman Con-
quest— from the French word “jonquette,” which refers,
Paston-Williams reports, to the little rush baskets in
which the junkets were made. Tewkesbury Saucer Bat-
ters is a pudding baked in saucers, which were, the
author avers, used for baking small pies and puddings
“years before they were used under teacups.”

The only problem with this cookbook is cooking from
it. It calls formany ingredients not easily available to
American cooks— double cream, castor sugar, black
treacle, golden syrup, gooseberries, elderflowers and
Naples biscuits. It gives instructions such as “roll up like
a Swiss roll” and “serve accompanied by Cat’s Tongues,”
which are fairly incomprehensible to most of us in “the
colonies.”

So imagine my delight when an honest-to-goodness,
old-fashioned British pudding — one called “General Sat-
isfaction”— appeared in a brand-new cookbook by an
honest-to-goodness British cook, Tamasin Day-Lewis (sis-
ter of actor Daniel Day-Lewis). The book is “Supper for a
Song: Creative Comfort Food for the Resourceful Cook”
(Rizzoli, 2010), and if her “puddings”— summer pudding,
bread pudding, brown betties and stewed fruits— are
anymeasure, the emphasis is on “comfort.”

Serve this Victorian-era dessert to the “general satis-
faction” of your guests. A delicious “pudding-time” will be
had by all.
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“Supper for a Song: Cre-
ative Comfort Food for the
Resourceful Cook” (Rizzoli,
2010) $29.95

"SUPPER FOR A SONG: CREATIVE COMFORT FOOD FOR THE RESOURCEFUL COOK"

Berry tiramisu can
finish off any spring
weather dessert, but it
might be especially
appealing at brunches
or showers. Light and
not at all overly rich,
this new adaptation of
traditional tiramisu is
certainly a scrumptious
pick-me-up.

“ cantiramisuBerry“ springanyofffinish“

Spring is in the air with this divine layered dessert

Chocolate tiramisu


